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Cathartic duel between a dancer from beirut and a French,
 Phoenix (1) probe their relationship in a transgender dance,  which is a transgressive fusion mixing  
the Waacking - feminized dance from American gay clubs of the 1970s,  more recently showed up 
on Youtube - and the Dakbhe - Arab folk dance often used during weddings. 
By a continuous repetition and a mimetic relationship between the two dancers, a hypnotic trance 
spreads such a shock wave in slow motion, amplified by device of mapping video(2) brought by the 
company.
The renaissance is here that the gaze, subjected to optical power, questions our representations.

Eric Minh Cuong Castaing created the french company Shonen in 2007.Choreographer, but also cre-
ative in the cartoon movie (awarded a diploma by school les Gobelins), he crosses on stage choreo-
graphic art and visual arts by new technologies.

                                 ---- link video of first research : https://vimeo.com/77685539
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Eric Minh Cuong Castaing choreographer (Paris)
Also creative on cartoon movie, Eric Minh Cuong Castaing approached the dance in 1998 by the hip-hop 
then various technicals of contemporary dance (Saburo Teshigawara, Mark Tompkins, Juha Marsalo) and 
the butô dance (Gohei Zaitsu and Carlotta Ikeda). Eric Minh Cuong Castaing danced for the company Neuer-
Tanz of Va Wölf on 2011 and work for Alessandro Scarionni on the piece Aurora on 2014. He uses to teach 
since 2010 within scholar institutions and took part of humanitarian missions in Senegal and in Vietnam. 

Entissar Al Hamdany dancer (Beirut - Paris )
Shiite and Sunni mixed, living between Paris and Beirut, Entissar is a figure of Beirut underground scene. He 
started dancing hip hop in 1996. His style said poppin ‘ (muscle contraction) is a cross footwork inspired by 
Arab folk dance ( Dakbe ... ) .
He is formed in the martial art Tai Koto ryu, and too, energy Shiatsu massager .

Gaetan Brun Picard dancer (Paris )
Choreographer - dancer crossing Tanz theater, contemporan dance and hip hop, he danced for Natalie Per-
nette Emmanuel Gat, Dominique Boivin, Das plateau. He took dance training with Denis Taffanel , May - ling 
Bisogno and Stéphane Fratti , Peepin Tom , TRASH , NEUER TANZ and theater with Andrés Spinelli Ernesto 
Berardino , Rafael Bianciotto .

Pierre Gufflet multimédia artist (Barcelones )
Multimedia artist and programmer, for installations or live performance. Pierre has worked among others 
with Pierre Hyugues , Olga de Soto, Caterina Sagna, Patrick Keiller , the collective Superama , Marie- Laure 
Cazin , Le Fresnoy National Studio ... www.pierregufflet.net

Alexandre Bouvier sound designer (Paris )
is electro -acoustic composer with Gregory Simon Ensemble intercontemporain on Paris and teacher at the 
regional Conservatoire of Paris. After studying  musical composition assisted by computer, electroacoustic , 
electronic and engineering, Alexandre Bouvier worked with SHONEN Mike Sens and Charles Chemin.

(1) the old title was school of moon
(2) see references page
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MIMESIS & DETERRITORIALIZATION

 The two dancers form an ambiguous duo. Close 
to each other, sharing a culture and pace of ur-
ban dance ( Waacking , electro, hip hop ...), they 
are also enrolled in various choreographic cur-
rents. Entissar, from Lebanon, has developed his 
practice from traditional martial arts and popular 
dances as dabkeh. Gaëtan, borned in Paris, prac-
tice mostly contemporary dance (for Nathalie 
Pernette or Emmanuel Gat, among others).

We will work primarily on what we called « the 
mimesis ». This is a work of imitation which is de-
velopped since the first steps of the company. This 
practice of composition incorporates the meeting 
between the two in the manufacture of the wri-
ting itself. Specifically, the first one copy the se-
cond ; then, the second can do the same, alter-
nately. It is certainly to reproduce images, but it 
is also a question of reinterpretation. Imitation is 
not a reproduction of the same. It creates another 
«same», and the in-between, the space between 
the two dancers : the difference.

In this mimetic , the differences are widening. The 
otherness unfolds and creates shock. Imitation 
also connects the two dancers who constitute a 
larger whole, a coordinated body that can come 
aggregate projected images.

 COMMUNION & CLEAR

Through the inspiration of Waacking – a commu-
nion and transgender dance from clubbing - we 
will seek a continuous gesture. The movement 
will move in their feet and their arms, which will 
project outwardly and flow around them a wave. 
It will also move into the center of the body, able 
to tighten and loosen to distribute energy. Their 
common rhythm - marked by movements of the 
legs and steps - will be dissociated or not from 

the music. It will be a dance in which not only vary 
the degrees of power, speed or density, but also 
the degree of presences and absences. Forward 
or backward, connected to one another or not, 
attendance will advance and recede in the evoca-
tion of a pulsating obsession.

The viewer will work in time. This will see the ex-
haustion happen to offer the body of public em-
pathy. To do this, we will register in a deployed 
temporality : past, present and future. It will also 
be able at times to move the presence to reduce 
it to a pure movement, a global movement, a fee-
ling of space and gestures, a general movement 
to be and things. Dance will surface projection 
and reflection of our own desires.

In this deployed time, the superposition of the 
two dancers let appear a multitude of men and 
possibilities. This masculine duo, which necessa-
rily deals with the matter of virility, also refers to 
the vital need for externalization : dancing to ex-
pel and to leave itself the option to an empty exis-
tence. It is a cathartic duel, sometimes archaic, 
where the sexual and the violence percent and 
fold alternately.

 IDEOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

If the dance becomes the projection surface for 
the viewer, it is also an absorbent layer inges-
ting images and ideological signs (such as those 
emanating from the architecture or projected by 
mapping video frames). It is an attempt to remove 
the image in favor of dance. It is a tense writing by 
the relationship between image and movement, 
between archetypal signs and dance (that is fee-
ling of space and gestures). 
It always sits this question : Is the picture or the 
bodie that remain in the retina of the viewer ? Is 
this signs or movement ? Is this icon or dance?

Research on Center national danse of Pantin on december 2013



REFERENCES

The Waacking style of street/club dance, can 
trace its roots back to the nightclub culture of 
the late 60’s in New York City. Disco Music was 
the perfect vehicle for Waacking, with its driving 
rhythms and hard beats. In the early 1970s in Los 
Angeles, dancer Lamont Peterson was one of the 
first to start using his arms and body to the music.

 Dancers such as Mickey Lord, Tinker and Blinky 
fine tuned the arms movements, by making the 
arms and hands go fast to the driving disco beat. 
During the mid 1970s club dancers Tinker, Arthur, 
Andrew, Lonnie Carbajal, Michael Angelo, Billy 
Starr, Tyrone Proctor, Jody Watley,Billy Goodson, 
Danny Logo, and Shabba Doo, took center stage 
with others dancers perfecting those synchronize 
syncopated movements. 
At the time Waacking was primarily a Black and 
Latino dance.  Many people mistakenly believe 
that “Waacking” came from “Locking” because 
some of the movements are very similar. Although 
waacking and Locking do have some similarities, 
they are different dances. Although Waacking has 
gone from many names such as « The Garbo, Pu-
nkin etc, The most known name that represents 
the dance as a whole is «Waacking».

     The name “Waacking “ most commonly coined 
by The Soul Train dancer «Tyrone Proctor « of the 
Outrageous Waack Dancer’s in 1974., and The 
“Garbo”  name given to the dance by Andrew be-
cause of a style of posing (like the pictures of the 
glamour women of the 40’s) .        
      The difference between “Waacking” and “Vo-
guing”.  “Waacking” became popular in the early 
70’s on the West Coast. “Waacking” is mostly done 
to Disco Music. “Voguing” became popular in the 
late early 80’s on the East Coast.”Voguing” is done 

to mostly House Music and was popular around 
the early 80s. 
With a history of Over 35 years “Waacking” is still 
going strong. Sparking the fire for new young ta-
lented dancers to help the culture live on such as.

Dabke is a modern Levantine Arab folk dance of 
possible Canaanite or Phoenician origin. It is po-
pular in Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, Syria. 
A line dance, it is widely performed at weddings 
and joyous occasions. The line forms from right to 
left. The leader of the dabke heads the line, alter-
nating between facing the audience and the other 
dancers.

Mapping video is a projection technology used to 
turn objects, often irregularly shaped, into a dis-
play surface for video projection. These objects 
may be complex industrial landscapes, such as 
buildings. By using specialized software, a two- or 
three-dimensional object is spatially mapped on 
the virtual program which mimics the real envi-
ronment it is to be projected on. The software can 
interact with a projector to fit any desired image 
onto the surface of that object.[1] This technique 
is used by artists and advertisers alike who can add 
extra dimensions, optical illusions, and notions of 
movement onto previously static objects. The vid-
eo is commonly combined with, or triggered by, 
audio to create an audio-visual narrative.



Mixing digital arts, urban and traditional dances, lil’ drag-
on investigate a tri-generational world moving in fusion: 
an trouble experience of the transmission.
On stage, the ancient star of the royal ballet of Cambo-
dia having avoided the dictatorship Khmer Rouges and a 
dancer of K.R.U.M.P embody two vital powers, two ways 
of being women and two forms of fight, on confronta-
tion with an unexpected descendants
In play, a thick cloud of childs: a sibship, a pack, a human-
ity on becoming, such a big corpus and visceral spungio-
sum, ingests and transfigures the signs and the energies 
of the elder womens.
Of this shock are born the new images, the altered icons.
So many mental projections which echo on bodies in a 
sensitive choreography realized by the digital device (ar-
chive video, pixel art, robotics).
Body dancing in cosmic particles, kaleidoscope of flesh 
and light, lil’ dragon proposes a sensory and meditative 
travel towards a feeling of future, physical and imper-
ceptible.

duration : 55 min

PRODUCTION
with Center of choregraphic developement on Toulouse, 
Enghien-Les-Bains Arts center, IADU - Parc de la Villette 
- Paris, Collectif Essonne Danse with the  supported of 
DICREAM - national center of cinema and the animat-
ed movie, and the SCAM 2012 award  “rêve de brouillon 
numérique”..

TOUR 2013
Tanzquartier on Wien, Center of choreographic develop-
ment on Toulouse, Enghien-Les-Bains Arts center, Kino 
Siska on Lujbjana, Agora national scene of Evry, Bligny 
theater,  Arthdanté festival at Vanves... 

lil’dragon CREATION MODUL-DANCE 2013

#PERFORMANCE CREW (7 PEOPLE) 
1 choreographer + 1 assistant+2 dancer
1 stage manager
1 sound engineer
1 video technician

#PLANNING
15 to 20 children from 7 to 9 years old with a teach-
er or animator.
Choreographer + 1 assistant choreographer arrive 
in DAY -5
Video technician & 2 dancers arrive in DAY-2
Other technical team arrive in DAY-1

#SHONEN company will provide all material for 
video
On stage : black box
Minimum surface area :12 meter (deep) x 12 meter 
(width) x 6 meter (height )
Low pre-rigging & lighting equipment required

copyright shonen
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production SHONEN in coproduction with National Dance Center La Rochelle, Initiatives of Artists in Urban 
Dances (Fondation de France, Parc de la Villette, with the support of Caisse des Depots et Consignations and 
ACSE), National Dance Center Creteil, [Ars] numerica, European Digital Center on Montbeliard, Le Cube – Dig-
ital Center  at Issy-les-Moulineaux, Theatre L’Archipel - Scene conventioned Perpignan.

With the support of the choreography DRAC Ile de France, the support of the creation multimedia (DICREAM) 
-center national of cinema and animation, helps the preproduction and the production and support of ADAMI 
and SPEDIDAM. 

Kaiju has received the award in dance / new technology of the Office Franco-Québécois at the festival’s inter-
national competition Les Bains numeriques in June 2010 and the award Lagardere Digital 2010.
Tour  2011 /20123: CND at Pantin, Tanzhaus Hellerau, Dresden, Ccn de la Rochelle, Cube, Enghein les bains, 
Centquatre - festival Temps d’images,  scène nationale de Cavaillon, TAP scène nationale de Poitiers - fes-
tival A corps, Athis Mons(91), Théâtre de l’archipel-Perpignan.

 
litteraly “strange beast”, is a japanese word that means gi-
ant monster in japanese entertainment movie.
In a augmented reality device, a hip hop dancer, a graphic de-
signer,and a plasticien trying to manipulate the images that 
haunt us, transform us.
Kaiju raises the question of eternal childhood: In the society’s 
entertainment and mass media, what mysterious monster 2.0 
grew in us?

duration : 55 min

CREATION 2011KAIJU
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ÉRIC MINH CUONG CASTAING  
created the french company Shonen in 
2007.Choreographer, but also creative in 
the cartoon movie (awarded a diploma by 
school les Gobelins), he crosses on stage 
choreographic art and new technologies. 
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing approached the 
dance in 1998 by the hip-hop then various 
technicals of contemporary dance (Sa-
buro Teshigawara, Mark Tompkins, Juha 
Marsalo) and the butô dance (Gohei Zait-
su and Carlotta Ikeda).
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing danced for the 
company NeuerTanz of Va Wölf on 2011 
and work for Alessandro Scarionni on the 
piece Aurora on 2014.
He uses to teach since 2010 within scholar 
institutions and took part of humanitarian 
missions in Senegal and in Vietnam. 

Through new technologies (video projec-
tion, infrared camera, mapping video, ro-
botics .. ), SHONEN is inspired by the 
cinema of author, urban dance and con-
temporary photography. As a part of a 
generation who deal with amplified music 
and the concept of “Image-mouvement”, 
we work at the crossroads of narrative 
codes and perception. The admixture en-
genders iconography and reflection about 
the representation of the dance and the 
urban body.

PRODUCTION
Shonen is supported by public french in-
stitution (Drac Ile de France, CNC - Minis-
try of Culture) and also the Fondation de 
France (childhood and Culture Project).
Shonen joined the European choreo-
graphic Modul-dance network in 2012 
with the piece lil’dragon. His creations 
obtained several awards (Foundation 
Lagardère, Prize dances & news technol-
ogies of the French-Quebecois office for 
the Youth…)

2013-2014
Shonen is on “residence-mission” for Les 
Rencontres chorégraphiques internatio-
nales de Seine -Saint-Denis and Rurart 
(an arts contemporan and visual’s center 
in Poiters).
On coproduction with Centre choré-
graphique de Toulouse, Eric Minh Cuong 
Castaing will realise a short movie with 
kids, Remake of “Beach bird for Camera” 
of Merce Cunningham & Elliot Caplan.

Shonen will also prepare the next choreo-
graphic project, School of moon : 
serie of in situ pieces, and a collaboration 
Paris -Beirut with the artistic center Zico 
house and the french Institut of Beirut.



Contact 
artistic direction / chorégraphy : Eric Minh Cuong Castaing
production : Aurélien Guillois 
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Photography & design : Eric Minh Cuong Castaing & Elise Pailloncy
words : Celeste Germe & Eric Minh Cuong Castaing

+Residence -mission with les Ren-
contres chorégraphiques internatio-
nales de Seine Saint Denis

+ Kid birds  visual installation - short 
movie on Centre de développement 
chorégraphique de Toulouse

+ Visual installation - performance 
Cyclo on festival Made in Asia

+ Minotauromachie performance  on 
Musée Picasso - Paris
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